Renovation in progress.

Now you can renovate your fairways in days—while your golfers keep playing.

Just apply Roundup® herbicide to your weed infested fairways. While Roundup goes to work, golfers can keep playing right over the treated turf. And you can reseed right through the dying grass just 7 days after applying Roundup. Re-infestation from weed roots won't be a problem either, since Roundup effectively controls the root systems of treated weeds and grasses. Yet Roundup is inactive in the soil, and won't move out of the treated area to injure desirable vegetation. You can even use Roundup to control weeds around greens, for general cleanup, in and around sandtraps, along fence lines, even around the clubhouse and tennis courts.

See your chemical dealer soon for your supply of Roundup. It can make fairway renovation and golf course weed control fast and efficient for you, and leave a lot more playing time for your golfers.

Nothing works like Roundup.
The use of subirrigation can reduce water usage and increase efficiency in watering. Subirrigation uses the same amount of water as surface irrigation, according to Kneebone. He also mentioned that using moisture sensors in the soil can save up to 50% of water used for irrigation.

Dr. Bob Shearman of the University of Nebraska discussed how heat stress in turfgrass can be reduced by increasing the cutting height, air movement over the turf, syringing, control of thatch accumulation, and less fertilization. Cutting the grass an inch higher can reduce surface temperatures by four or more degrees.

Dr. James Beard of Texas A&M University advised that wind speed has a greater effect on ball roll than any other management practice. He disputed whether double cutting greens increases roll. He recommended topdressing after core samples removal, use of quick dry syrings, selection of fast turfgrasses, and alternate mowing.

Dr. John Madison, professor emeritus of the University of California, outlined the pros and cons of sand topdressing. This procedure helps control thatch; provides a truer, faster putting surface; and allows for deeper rooting. The drawbacks include application rates for chemicals must be carefully adjusted, handling of large volumes of sand, interface problems between soil and sand layers, and localized dry spots. Madison recommended frequent light applications of sand over fewer heavy applications. He said up to 50 applications per year may be necessary in some locations. The size of the sand particle is also critical.

Dr. Roy Goss of the Western Washington Extension Center showed that material from the explosion of Mount St. Helens is very similar to present soils, lacking primarily organic matter. Goss said one cubic mile of material now coats more than 600,000 acres of land in the area. Trials have indicated that bentgrasses, fescues and ryegrasses will succeed on the ash with less success with bluegrasses. Dr. Paul Rieke of Michigan State University compared wetting agents available to turf managers. He recommended irrigation prior and following application of wetting agents.

Dr. Subir K.R. Rieke of Michigan State University compared wetting agents available to turf managers. He recommended irrigation prior and following application of wetting agents.

**Does your turf’s appearance make you feel blue?**

Then it's time you started using Pennfine Perennial Ryegrass. Pennfine has been a real breakthrough for nearly a decade. It backed itself with the toughest customers of all: Thousands of turf pros across the nation. It's used consistently on many of the nation's most prestigious turf areas. It should be on yours as well. Pennfine, the best-selling fine-leafed perennial ryegrass available. Pennfine Perennial Ryegrass, P.O. Box 923, Minneapolis, MN 55440.
This unretouched photo from California demonstrates an advantage of including 20% Citation with an improved blend of bluegrasses. On the left is 100% Kentucky bluegrass damaged by Fusarium blight. On the right the Citation-bluegrass mixture shows little or no damage.

"PROGRESS FROM THE GROUND UP"

Citation Turf-Type Perennial Ryegrass

...you asked for an all-purpose, deep rooted high temperature tolerant ryegrass...

This is our answer!

Dr. William Meyer, Research Director, states: "At Turf-Seed, Inc., we set out to develop a turf-type perennial ryegrass with rapid establishment, good heat tolerance and the ability to maintain high quality throughout the hot summer months. We also wanted an attractive, dark green color and improved mowing performance. After years of cross breeding and testing, Turf-Seed developed Citation. I believe it comes very close to the specifications we were looking for in a fine-leafed ryegrass."

Citation had the highest average turf performance rating in a five-year test at Rutgers University. This excellent record has been confirmed by years of proven performance in applied use by turf professionals throughout the United States. Top-quality Citation seed is now available for your use.

For test results and information write:

Vaughan-Jacklin Corp.
Bound Brook, NJ 08805
Downers Grove, IL 60515
Post Falls, ID 83854
Landover, MD 20785

Jonathan Green & Sons
Farmingdale, NJ 07727
Turf-Seed, Inc.
Hubbard, OR 97032
J & L Adikes, Inc.
Jamaica, NY 11423

Write 171 on reader service card
Get more tough weeds per tankful.

When you use BANVEL* plus 2,4-D, or use BANVEL 4S alone, you’ve got a tiger in your tank. A tiger against the toughest weeds in any turf.

BANVEL 4S controls most broadleaf weeds for a full year with one application, because it attacks them through the leaves and roots. With the roots destroyed, there’s no regrowth.

The combination of BANVEL and 2,4-D gives you an even broader spectrum of economical weed control. BANVEL is a full-season herbicide. Use it anytime during the growing season, early spring to late fall, warm or cool weather, wet or dry conditions. Store it over the winter; it stays stable from season to season.

Mixing quickly in hard or soft water, BANVEL can be applied with conventional spray equipment.

And when you use it according to directions, it will give you the most beautiful, weed-free turf you’ve ever had.

Ask your Velsicol distributor about BANVEL, or write now for complete information. Velsicol Chemical Corporation, 341 E. Ohio Street, Chicago, IL 60611.

Write 174 on reader service card.
More precise holes. More precise rolls.

Shown with optional window.

Removes uniform cores up to 3" long

Shown with optional core processor.

That’s the Greensaire difference.

Precision is the name of the game on the greens. When it comes to greens aeration, the name associated with precision has been the Ryan Greensaire aerator since 1958. The self-propelled Greensaire II for 1981 continues that tradition.

The tines of the Greensaire II cleanly penetrate the turf, in an up-and-down motion, removing 36 cores—up to 3" long—from every square foot of turf. Yet the process is so precise that the holes it makes should not affect the true roll of a ball.

Powered by a tough 8-hp engine, the Greensaire II takes a full 24" swath and lets you aerate up to 8,000 square feet per hour. And, with four sizes of interchangeable tines, you can achieve precisely the amount of aeration your greens need.

What’s more, by attaching the optional Core Processor, you can separate and collect the thatch, and return the soil as top dressing—all in one operation.

For the same precision in a smaller size, choose the self-propelled Greensaire 16. It offers the same choice of tine sizes, and can aerate up to 4,000 square feet per hour.

Healthy greens aeration. That’s the Greensaire difference. To find out why the Greensaire is the ultimate in greens aeration, complete and return this coupon today.

RYAN TURF-CARE EQUIPMENT

Day-In, Day-Out Performance.
2024 Cushman, P.O. Box 62409
Lincoln, NE 68501

The Greensaire Aerators

Ryan, I want to see precisely what your aerators can do for me.
☐ I’d like a demonstration of the Greensaire II.
☐ With Core Processor attachment.
☐ I’d like a demonstration of the Greensaire 16.
☐ Send me your new 1981 catalog.
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Company

Address
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TURF MANAGER'S HANDBOOK
by Dr. William Daniel & Dr. Ray Freeborg
This specially designed manual by leading turf specialists is a comprehensive, organized approach to turfgrass science and care. An easy-on-the-job reference for planning, purchasing, hiring, construction and plant selection.
$18.95 hardback  $14.95 paperback

HANDBOOK OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL CONSTRUCTION
A practical how-to reference on landscape construction. Published by The Landscape Architecture Foundation, the book carries the expertise of more than 25 landscape professionals.
$48.50

SOILS & SOIL FERTILITY
by Thompson and Troeh
$20.00

THE GREENHOUSE ENVIRONMENT
by John W. Mastalerz
Covers principles and practices of greenhouse flower crop production, emphasizing response of flower crops to greenhouse environmental factors. General coverage of factors determining these conditions with illustrations.
$24.95

FUNDAMENTALS OF ENTOLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY
by Louis L. Pyenson
Limited to the study of insects, related forms, nematode and plant pathogens. Discusses nature and control of these pests in a simple and concise fashion.
$21.00

INSECTS THAT FEED ON TREES AND SHRUBS
by Johnson and Lyon
Essential information for identifying more than 650 insect pests and the injuries they cause. More than 200 color illustrations.
$38.50

HORTUS THIRD
from Cornell University
A 1,300-page concise dictionary of plants cultivated in the United States and Canada. A reference which every horticultural professional should have.
$99.50

TREE CARE
by John M. Haller
Urban trees are subjected to every kind of environmental stress and abuse requiring continuous attention to keep them healthy. This book gives you the how-to's of planting, feeding, pruning, repairing and defending trees against their enemies with special coverage of environmental damage and miscellaneous troubles. $59.00

DISEASES & PESTS OF ORNAMENTAL PLANTS
by Pascal Pirone
This standard reference discusses diagnosis and treatment of diseases and organisms affecting nearly 500 varieties of ornamental plants grown outdoors, under glass or in the home. Easy to understand explanations when and how to use the most effective fungicides, insecticides and other control methods. $22.95

DISEASES & PESTS OF ORNAMENTAL PLANTS
by Pascal Pirone
The fourth edition. of this guide for anyone involved in the care and treatment of trees. Special sections on tree abnormalities, diagnosing tree troubles, non-parasitic injuries and assessing the suitability of different trees.
$27.50

SOILS AND OTHER GROWTH MEDIA
by A.W. Flegmann, Raymond George
Presenting a modern view of the chemical and physical aspects of soils as the environment of plant roots on a molecular scale, together with an up-do-date evaluation of field soils and currently used growth media.
$10.00

EXOTIC PLANT MANUAL
by Alfred Byrd Graf
A pictorial reference for plant identification of the best in cultivated tropicallia. Plants are grouped into growing locations and uses.
$37.50
DISEASES OF TURFGRASSES  
by Houston Couch  
Reference for identification and control of fungus and nematode-incited diseases. This 2nd edition features new varieties of potentially hazardous turfgrass diseases, also pesticide regulation changes and more efficient fungicides on the market.  
$27.00

TREE SURGERY  
by P.H. Bridgeman  
This practical guide to the know how and equipment required and operation methods attempts to give an up-to-date picture of the modern industry. Includes illustrative photographs and detailed line drawings.  
$17.00

TREE IDENTIFICATION  
by George Symonds  
Pictorial reference to identifying trees by checking leaves, buds, branches, fruit and bark. Like its sister publication, Shrub Identification, popular and botanical names are listed with index tabs for easy reference.  
$9.00 paperback

TURF IRRIGATION MANUAL  
by James Watkins  
A guidebook for engineers, architects, designers and contractors. Keeps pace with the latest developments in turf and landscape irrigation. Specific chapters devoted to rotary sprinkler design systems, golf course design systems and expanded engineering and reference material.  
$19.50

WESTERN HOME LANDSCAPING  
by Ken Smith, LA  
Illustrations and descriptions of western landscape plants and structures for your design idea file. Covers foolproof plants, irrigation, patios and decks, walls, pools, and shelters.  
$5.95

SHRUB IDENTIFICATION  
by George Symonds  
Pictorial key to identify shrubs. Contains more than 3,500 illustrations to check specimens. Popular and botanical names are given for each shrub with handy index tabs for quick reference.  
$18.00 hardback  $8.00 paperback

MANUAL OF WOODY LANDSCAPE PLANTS  
by Michael Dirr  
A teaching text and reference on ornamental deciduous trees, shrubs, ground cover and vines. Provides identification characteristics with ornamental and cultural features all in one volume.  
$19.00

WEED SCIENCE  
by Glenn C. Klingman, Floyd M. Ashton  
Source for those concerned with weeds. Thoroughly indexed, tabled and illustrated. Effective classroom aid and research reference. Explains more than 100 herbicides, their uses. Includes chapters on soil sterilants and total vegetation control.  
$20.00

HOME LANDSCAPE  
by Garrett Eckbo  
Provides designs, examples and current innovations and refinements to older traditional designs. Covers all aspects of residential landscape planning.  
$16.00

THE PRUNING MANUAL  
by Everett P. Christopher  
Latest information on pruning fruit and shade trees, ornamental shrubs and roses. 100 diagrams and photographs. Sections also devoted to forestry, grafting, root pruning, wound treatment and tools.  
$12.95

Mail this coupon to:  
Book Sales  
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Publications  
One East First Street, Duluth, MN 55802

Name ___________________________  
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Signature ___________________________  
Date ___________________________

Please send me the following books. I have enclosed a check* for the total amount.
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A top dresser for sand, Turfco's Meteor-Matic, spreads a 31.5-inch swath. Its original, rear-mounted, high-speed rotating brush drives materials downward to penetrate the base of the turf, promoting vigorous growth.

Rubberized belting flaps inside the hopper minimize seepage around the conveyor belt when high-content sand is applied to fine turf areas. This feature is also effective when sand and salt are applied to icy sidewalks and driveways.

Write No. 701 on reader service card

A cost analyzer from Reinco called Pocket Pal® enables a seeding-mulching contractor to figure costs of material and labor quickly and accurately. Constructed of heavy duty vinyl and pocket-sized, the analyzer is waterproof and mar-proof and requires no wires or batteries. It figures jobs from 1,000 square feet to 10 acres or more in seconds.

Write No. 702 on reader service card

A system of nozzles and nozzle tubes, the Erocon super nozzle system from EROCON-Pacific uses the laminar flow principle to improve movement when applying water, or water-based slurries, for hydraulic-seeding and fire-fighting. The system changes violent turbulence created in the centrifugal pump to straight-line stream flow. It reduces friction further with the smooth inside of its nozzle parts.

There are six nozzles and two nozzle tubes—one for long range, the other for mid range. Brass threads on the tubes eliminate potential nozzle blowout due to high pressures in the hydraulic-seeding process.

Write No. 703 on reader service card

A one-man operated herbicide sprayer called the Swinglok applies bareground herbicides under guardrails, signs, and on shoulders: treats right-of-ways; and laces foliage with soil active herbicides to control brush. The Cibolo Manufacturing product attaches to the front bumper of the vehicle and uses various booms. Its spray swath consists of four 9-foot sections which allows for selective spraying up to 36 feet in the ROW.

Two models are available: model A, which will spray one herbicide solution in a single pass down the roadside, and Model B5, which allows the operator to spray two different herbicide solutions in separate operations either independently or simultaneously.

Write No. 704 on reader service card

Three lightweight chain saws by Poulan offer versatility and durability. The Micro-25 PowerSharp saw cuts maintenance time to less than 25 seconds with a sharpening device on the moving chain. The Micro-25 16 inch is a lightweight saw with a bar and chain long enough to tackle most jobs. And the Micro-25-CVA, which is also available with a 16-inch bar, reduces vibration.

All three saws feature a “kickback-reducing” system for safety that includes a Control Tip bar, a hand guard, and a rear hand placed directly behind the forward hand for better control.

Write No. 705 on reader service card

An earth boring machine, the compact 350 Dig-R-Mobile, drills clean holes in almost any soil and is highway towable by almost any car or truck. The compact machine, simple to operate and light enough to maneuver by hand, is ideal for rental operators and small contractors. It accepts augers 12 inches in diameter.

For long wear and reliability, the 350 contains a 5-horsepower Briggs & Stratton engine, Pengo boreheads, industrial hex drive, full-flight augers and auger extensions, and heavy-duty construction. General Equipment Co. manufactures it.

Write No. 706 on reader service card

The super nozzle system developed by Erocon-Pacific Corp. uses the laminar flow principle of movement to provide a significant improvement in the application of water-based slurries used for hydraulic seeding and fire fighting. This system modifies violent turbulence, created in the centrifugal pump, to straight-line stream flow as it leaves the nozzle tip.

It consists of two nozzle tubes and six different nozzles. The chemical resistant tubes are designed, one for long range and the other for mid range. Brass threads on the tubes eliminate potential nozzle blow-out due to the high pressures used in the hydraulic seeding process. Different combinations of nozzles and tubes provide smoother application of water slurries at different distances. System is available for new equipment or as replacement for present nozzles.

Write No. 707 on reader service card

A componentized power train is featured on JCB 3C and 3D backhoe loaders. Designed for easy access to major drive train components, the new...
Overapplications of water soluble nitrogen may constitute a major source of nitrates in groundwater. This is called to your attention because golf courses and other ornamental turf are the single largest "crop" in many states.

**AVOID NITRATE RUN-OFF.**

Use fertilizer formulations with slow-release Nitroform 38%N to help reduce the problem of nitrate contamination. Use it not only on your greens and tees, but your fairways too. You can apply Nitroform less often, which saves labor and fuel. It also reduces costs.

**NITROFORM IS ECOLOGICALLY TRUSTWORTHY.**

Nitrogen in Nitroform is held in reserve until turf can use it. Then it is released by bacterial action that increases as soil moisture and temperature increase. This is when turf needs and can use it. Nitroform should be an important element in every well-planned turf fertility program because it assures sustained, high-nitrogen feeding when used consistently.

**INCREASE LATERAL GROWTH.**

In recent tests on athletic fields, slow-release nitrogen increased lateral growth of turf rather than vertical growth. This increased turf density and resulted in fewer athletic injuries.

**NO SALT BUILD-UP.**

Water soluble nitrogens build up the salt level in your soil, which can eventually make it sterile. Nitroform will not build up the salt level.

**LITTLE OR NO LEACHING.**

University tests suggest that although water-soluble nitrogens may be cheaper on a pound-for-pound basis, it may be more economical to use slow release nitrogen products on turf because of leaching or volatilization of the water-solubles.

**BE ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE. SPECIFY NITROFORM IN YOUR TURF FORMULA... OR APPLY DIRECT.**

Use Blue Chip® for dry applications; Powder Blue™ for liquid. Good for shrubs and trees, too. Call your turf supplier or write for more information.

FBC Chemicals, Inc. 4311 Lancaster Pike, Post Office Box 2867, Wilmington, Delaware 19805

© 1981 — FBC Chemicals, Inc.
Are you still manhandling clumsy spray hose? Hauling, dragging...stopping to tight kinks and tangles? Get Hannay Reels and put spray hose in its place.

- Pay out smooth and easy. Wind up straight and fast.
- Greater range. Better control.
- Neat, convenient hose storage.
- Less wear and tear on you and the hose.

Specify Hannay Reels for all your spraying operations. Write for your FREE Specification Catalog today.

Hannay spray-pro
15-ft. 3-section folding boom for 16½ ft. coverage. Spray fungicide, herbicide, insecticide and liquid fertilizer. 160 gal. polytank, jet agitation, centrifugal pump. High flotation tires and 4-wheel design protects turf. Only half the PSI of other utility trucks and sprayers. Optional SPREADER, UTILITY BED, HAND GUN.

Some Dealerships available. Phone (812) 428-2025.

Building self-propelled sprayers for 33 years.

Hahn AG/TURF DIVISION
1625 N. Garvin St. Evansville, IN 47711

Accurately spreads 1000 lbs. sand over 3000 sq. ft. in two minutes. Spreads fertilizer, seed, lime 20 to 45 ft. swath.

Write 126 on reader service card